Metabo Introduces 18V Wood Cutting Circular Saw

Compact and powerful multi-tasking cordless circular saw.

December 27, 2017 – West Chester, PA –

Metabo Corporation, a leading international manufacturer of industrial grade cordless and corded hand-held power tools and accessories, introduces the 18V Wood Cutting Circular Saw (601857890).

"Metabo's new 18V 6 ½" Wood Cutting Circular Saw (KS 18 LTX 57) packs a lot of features into a solid, compact and powerful design that not only matches, but in many cases, exceeds its competition. With an option like this, it makes sense to "go cordless" with Metabo and experience the freedom of working whenever and wherever you need to," said Antoine Derché, Metabo’s Director of Marketing and Product Management.

This Metabo saw has significantly more power than its predecessors with a high torque motor and a no-load speed of 4,600 RPM, thanks to a completely re-engineered low-profile gearbox. It has an increased maximum depth of cut of 2-5/8" at 90° and a maximum depth of cut of 2-1/4" at 45°.

The 6 ½" 18V wood cutting circular saw has larger switches and levers for easier handling. It also has a rubberized handle and thumb rest for maximum user comfort and support, especially when using this tool for long periods of time. The reversible backing flange can accommodate both European (20mm) and US standard (5/8") blades. This tool comes with a new fast cutting blade.

This circular saw has a chip exhaust/vacuum connection, allowing the tool to be connected to a vacuum for dust control. It also features the fast brake system which greatly reduces kick-back risk and loss of control by stopping the blade in a few seconds.

The circular saw has a spindle lock for quick and easy blade changes. It also includes a parallel guide/rip fence, and tool-free bevel adjustments of up to 50° with double clamping to ensure precise angle adjustment. The saw has a positive stop at 45° and can easily be used with most of industry’s guide rail systems.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Lithium High-Density Technology (LiHD) powers the newest batteries from Metabo. LiHD cells deliver cordless industrial power with less resistance due to larger cells and fuel line, in turn, producing 67% more current than industry standard 5.0 Ah Lithium-ion batteries. And Metabo’s 18V Ultra-M battery platform provides high-performance power, efficient charging, optimum energy use and longer service life.

This saw will change the way you look at battery powered circular saws. It is a beast!

For more information on Metabo or their products:
Metabo USA Website or Metabo 2017/2018 Catalog

Find us online:

ABOUT METABO: Engineered in Germany, Metabo’s premium line of power tools are designed specifically for professional users to provide the highest level of safety, reliability, and performance.
Metabo manufactures both corded and cordless power tools, as well as a full line of abrasives and accessories for metalworking, concrete and many other industrial and construction applications. Our extensive line of tools includes angle grinders, die grinders, drills, rotary hammers and dustless systems.
Also, the Metabo Ultra-M LiHD battery technology offers users the mobility and power for the most demanding industrial applications.